
7 STARTUP 
QUESTIONS

YOU NEED TO ASK YOUR CLIENT
 

BECAUSE MAKING SH#! IS HARD!
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You booked a job! Congrats!! Whether it’s a freelance producing gig, or
you work at a production company and you are the project lead kicking
off a job with a new client.

But where do you begin? The job feels massive and you need to make sure the
clients are happy and the job goes off without a hitch.

Here are our Top 7 startup questions you need to ask your client, or ad agency
producer on your first kickoff call so you have as much info as possible so you can
start prepping the job effectively and efficiently.

This question creates instant rapport with your client counterpart. It shows that
you want to know what elements of the job are important to their team, or are
maybe sensitive and out of their comfort zone. Asking about the elements of the
job they are most concerned about shows that you are really going to care about
the job and their needs.

#1 What is the Creative or Brand Team most focused on or
concerned about
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If you are filming any type of physical product, you need to get that product on it’s
way to you asap. This can sometimes take a lot of time on the client side to get
quantity approvals and get it shipped. If it’s custom color corrected product or
packaging, even more reason to start this process right away.

Is the product a new product and not on shelves yet? Make sure you have
ordered enough of it since you will not be able to buy it off the self.

If you aren’t shooting product, are there any other assets you need? Logos, brand
artwork, brand guidelines? Now is the time to request those items as the time will
tick away before you know it.

#2 Product & Logos - Request physical product, Brand Logos &
Guidelines, or custom Brand Artwork

#3 Get an overview on Talent payments and Usage Terms

Your budget can usually give you a lot of this information, but since casting
is one of the first things you need to get started, gaining an understanding of
talent rates, usage terms, buyouts and renewal fees right away is key. You
can’t put out a breakdown without all these details, and sometimes it takes a
day or two to collect all that information. Some additional quesitons to ask:
Who is paying for Talent? Will it be SAG-Aftra talent or non union? Who is the
SAG Signator? Are there any minors in the cast?
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Some clients require up to a 48 hour turnaround to approve aspects of the
production like Locations, Talent, Wardrobe, Specialty Props. Asking this question
upfront can help you properly schedule pre-production and raise any red flags
about some approvals that may need to happen more quickly.

#4 How long is their turnaround for approvals? (talent,
locations, etc…)

#5 Does the client want approval rights on any key crew
members?

This is a tricky one. You don’t want to offer
your clients more control over your team,
but they may have an expectation of having
a say in some of the creative leads on your
crew such as the Director of Photography,
Production Designer, or Wardrobe Stylist.

Posing the question as, “are there any
specific aspects of this job that your team
wants to have approval over?” is a great
open ended way of asking the question but
not offering approval rights.

If you are producing a food spot, beauty
spot, hair/makeup spot, then you should
automatically assume your clients will want
approval on Food Stylist, Hairstylist, or
Makeup Artist. We recommend simply
asking them who they normally work with
and checking those folks availability and
rates.
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If your client is handling editorial and post production, now is the time to get a
sense of how creatively involved they would like your Director to be. At the very
least requesting that your Director and their editor have a conversation is the right
move. 

Also, don’t forget to request edit specs for your DIT or Data Manager, and discuss
their overall schedule, so you can get a sense of how you will need to manage the
hard drives.

If you are doing a “Soup-to-Nuts” production and covering post, this is even more
of a reason to start talking about post on your first call. 
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We now live in an era of hybrid “video village.” That means you may have clients or
ad agency personnel on set and offering feedback or approvals, but you may also
have folks viewing remotely over Zoom. Getting a sense of how they expect to
participate during principal photography will help you properly plan your video
village headcount and equipment.

#6 Will anyone be coming to set or viewing remotely? Or both?!?

#7 Overview on Editorial and Post Production

Bonus Question: If you have developed a good rapport with your client
counterpart, it might be a good idea to slip in something deeper and
personal. Maybe ask how long the creative team has been working with the
client. Or if it’s a client direct job, how long have they been working on this
concept? Try to learn something about the relationship amongst the various
teams involved always helps you get a sense of how to manage them.
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